Lopatinsky’s Laundromat (Part 1): AVISMA – A Case Study in Corruption,
Corporate Fraud and Money Laundering
By Don Staniford, 15 April 2022
Googling for information on ‘Yuri Lopatinsky’ (and all the different ways of spelling his name
including Yuriy Lopatynskyy, Yuri Lopatinski and Jury Lopatinskyy) has been my life for the
last month – ever since journalist Gordon Blackstock from The Sunday Mail phoned me up to
ask about the ‘Moscow broker’ (as Yuri Lopatinsky is known in Bill Browder’s book ‘Red
Notice’). I’ve immersed myself so far down into the depths of the murky world of finance and
dirty Russian $almoney that I need a bloody good scrub down. Welcome to ‘Lopatinsky’s
Laundromat’ (pictured in the photo below is Yuri Lopatinsky in his underground cellar at
Château De La Cômbe in Provence, France).

Back in May 2019, Yuri Lopatinsky’s lawyers threatened legal action after I published a report
called ‘$cottish $camon’ (at the time Yuri Lopatinsky – “a leading figure in Moscow's financial
scene since the mid-1990s” as reported by The Scotsman newspaper in 2010 – was the
mysterious owner of The Scottish Salmon Company). Despite his lawyers demand to remove
the report I kept it online and really didn’t think much of it again until last month when Gordon
Blackstock phoned.

As soon as I got off the phone, I Googled ‘Yuri Lopatinsky’ and was shocked to be directed to
Hansard. Heart racing, I scrolled down with baited bad breath through the record of a debate in
the House of Commons on 17 January 2022. As an ironic aside, Yuri Lopatinsly made his first
half a billion dollars when he sold Rambler - Russia’s answer to Google in the early 2000s.
After much parliamentary bluster, there it was: Yuri Lopatinsky was outed as a Russian spy and
named in the same sentence as some decidedly dodgy businessmen. Here is the money shot
from Hansard – delivered by Liam Byrne MP in the House of Commons under parliamentary
privilege:

The next thing I did was try to find the legal threat from Yuri Lopatinsky which was handdelivered in June 2019 to my home address. After much rummaging around in my office I dug
out the legal threat signed by James Thompson at Woods Whur on behalf of his client Yuri
Lopatinsky. I Googled James Thompson and discovered he is a “specialist in the field of
corporate crime” and also a coroner in North East England who investigates “violent and

unnatural deaths” and “other deaths which the law specifies require scrutiny such as deaths in
police and prison custody”.
What this an underlying threat perversely linked to the death of Sergei Magnitsky (a business
colleague of Bill Browder’s who died in police custody in Russia)? Or was I over-reacting?
After all, I’d been up to all hours reading Browder’s ‘Red Notice’ – including how Yuri
Lopatinsky tried to scam Browder’s Hermitage Capital Management out of $87 million in a
dodgy deal involving Siberian oil giant Sidanco; Catherine Belton’s book ‘Putin’s People’ and
‘Shadow State’ by Luke Harding. All that talk of murder is enough to make anyone edgy.
After stopping to breathe, I checked under my car. I don’t think I was being paranoid – back in
November 2021 The Ferret and The Herald newspaper had revealed that the chief executive of
The Scottish Salmon Company (when owned by Yuri Lopatinsky) had hired a private
investigator to write an “intelligence report” on myself and Corin Smith (another activist who
has carried out covert surveillance inside salmon farms in Scotland). The 51 page dossier
included details of where we lived, what cars we drove and a ‘deep dive’ into our financials.
And, here comes the clincher, Corin Smith had found a GPS tracking device illegally planted
underneath his car leading to a complaint to Police Scotland. Channel 4 News reported on the
salmon spy scandal in December 2021 and more documents are available via ‘Salmongate’.
So that’s the short, back and sides of the Yuri Lopatinsky story which I’ve pulled together via
two draft reports:
Yuri Lopatinsky: The $py Who Laundered $almoney for the Russian/Norwegian $almafia (8
April 2022)
Yuri Lopatinsky: His Story (Chronology/Biography) (12 April 2022)
I’ve politely pestered Liam Byrne MP to share his intelligence “from well placed sources in the
Kremlin”. He hasn’t obliged, yet, and I’m not about to get on a plane to Moscow. But he did
provide me with a supportive statement cleared by his source late on Friday 25 March – a quote
reported (without the names of the Russian linked tycoons) by The Sunday Mail and The Ferret
on 27 March.
From: BYRNE, Liam <liam.byrne.mp@parliament.uk>
Date: Fri, Mar 25, 2022 at 11:03 PM
Subject: Re: Yuriy Lopatinsky
To: Don Staniford <salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com>
Dear Don
With apologies for delay. Source clearance now secured for the following:
Liam Byrne said

"As Britain throws wide it's sanctions net, it's now vital Yuri Lopatinsky explains any and every
relationship with Russian intelligence agencies along with any and every connection to a web of
Russian linked tycoons like Aleksandr Barunin, Leonard Bogdan and Ernst Stauffer. Parliament
will be ruthless in demanding our Foreign Secretary sanctions every single profiteer from Putin's
regime. So now is the time for Mr Lopatinsky to put his cards on the table or face MP's using
Parliamentary privilege to lay out the full dossiers of what we've received".
The Sunday Mail (27 March) featured Yuri Lopatinsky’s face on the front page next to his
Charlotte Square neighbour, Nicola Sturgeon (the First Minister of Scotland). Gordon
Blackstock had got his man (identified from a Joli Vin video of Yuri Lopatinsky at his ‘organic’
vineyard in France by none other than Bill Browder).

A few weeks later I was waiting for my kids to finish their swimming lessons and was Googling
‘Yuri Lopatinsky’ for maybe the 40th time that day when I stumbled across the Minutes of an
AVISMA/VSMPO investors’ meeting in 1998 which included both Yuri Lopatinsky and Bill
Browder as well as Gennady Lopatinsky (believed to be Yuri’s older brother) and other wouldbe Gordon Gekko’s.

Reading the document through several times – as a layperson it is difficult to keep track but it
reeks of a gang of fiscal rapists - conjured up the image of a mafia meeting and ‘The
Commission’ scene from the Godfather.

Wow, even with my lack of financial training it was obvious that this document was the smoking
gun: proof that Yuri Lopatinsky had his fishy fingers in fraud, corruption and was swimming in
the shark-infested waters of Russian money laundering.
Going back to Google, the weblink to the incriminating minutes https://www.thekomisarscoop.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Avisma-VSMPO-investorsmeeting-Oct-14-98.pdf - took me to The Komisar Scoop. Explaining who I was and why I was
looking for more dirt on the dodgy ‘Moscow broker’, I emailed award-winning journalist Lucy
Komisar.

Almost immediately, the winner of Gerald Loeb Award in 2010 (for her article "Keys to the
Kingdom: How State Regulators Enabled a $7 Billion Ponzi Scheme") emailed me back:
From: editors <editors@thekomisarscoop.com>
Date: Tue, Apr 12, 2022 at 3:35 PM
Subject: Re: Browder & Lopatinsky: any more dirt?
To: Don Staniford salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com
That is one of the documents I linked to in this article:
https://www.thekomisarscoop.com/2014/06/russian-sanctions-highlight-role-of-westernenablers/
It is one of the documents in ten banker's boxes of evidence I spent a day going through at the
Philadelphia offices of lawyer Bruce Marks who represented VSMPO, which had bought
AVISMA, in the RICO suit against Browder and his collaborators. My article links to other key
documents. I will do a search of my unpublished documents and see if Lopatinsky comes up.

Later that evening, Lucy sent across a treasure trove of documents:

Most of the documents have never been published before – certainly not in the context of the
“Mysterious millionaire oligarch with links to Russian spy” (as The Sunday Mail described Yuri
Lopatinsky in their front-page article on 27 March 2022) – or have been buried or long forgotten.
One document details an article on Hermitage Capital’s website which is no longer available.

The article includes the following quote from Martin Hehemann (a spokesman for Bank
Austria):
"Browder should not talk of morals…..The said group of investors have a very good knowledge
of the Russian market. In particular, Mr Browder is one of the most experienced western
investors in Russia. He should know that in Russia such transactions are usually handled this
way. It is as if Mike Tyson said he did not know he could get injured during a boxing match."
If you need more imagery to hammer the Tyson point home:

Here is the article in full (thanks to Lucy Komisar – download it as a PDF online here) which
highlights the scamming/skimming role of Yuri Lopatinsky (who seems to like the number 87 $87 million was also the figure which Bill Browder nearly lost in the Sidanco deal, as brokered
by Yuri Lopatinsky and as told in Browder’s book ‘Red Notice’ – at least in the first edition):

A test of parental duty
A test of parental duty
BANK AUSTRIA CREDITANSTALT, the leading bank in eastern Europe, worked in Russia in
the late 1990s through a network of subsidiaries, which were presented to investors as
Creditanstalt Investmentbank (CA-IB) Russia. Its managing director was banker Yuri
Lopatinsky. The network included various offshore entities based in Jersey, Guernsey and
Cyprus. One called CIS Emerging Growth (CISEG) was based in Jersey.
In the summer of 1997, titanium company VSMPO made CA-IB Russia the agent for a deal to
buy a supplier company called AVISMA. VSMPO wanted to buy 58% of AVISMA from owner
the Menatep group. It wanted a transaction in which a group of foreign investors would buy the
stake, then sell it on to VSMPO.
CA-IB Russia approached a group of investors, including Hermitage Capital Management, the
Andersen Group, Dart Management and Gabriel Capital, to act as the buyers of AVISMA.
According to the investors, Lopatinsky assured them that CA-IB would negotiate the best price
for the AVISMA stake from Menatep, and that CA-IB Russia itself would take no spread on the
deal.
In October 1997, the investors say, CA-IB Russia told them that the deal had gone through, for a
price of $87.6 million, and they were asked to pay the money through its Jersey-based
subsidiary, CISEG.
In 1998 Bill Browder, head of Hermitage Capital, was on a flight from London to Moscow when
he met a former Menatep employee and struck up a conversation. The ex-employee, illustrating
how clever his former boss Mikhail Khordorkovsky was, told how the oligarch had sold a stake
in AVISMA to CA-IB Russia for $71 million, when he had originally bought it for a fraction of
that.
Browder immediately recognized the transaction but the price was very different to the $87.6
million that CA-IB Russia said CISEG had paid. CISEG appeared to have taken a spread,
contrary to its agreement with investors.
Hermitage contacted CA-IB Russia but received no adequate explanation from the bank. In
October 1998 the investors managed to arrange a meeting with Lopatinsky, who by then was no
longer managing director of CA-IB Russia, but remained an adviser to the bank.
He provided inconclusive statements, according to the investors, saying at one point that CA-IB
might actually have lost money on the deal.
When CA-IB still failed to clarify the status of the deal or whether CISEG had taken a spread,
the investors took the bank to London Court of International Arbitration. In court proceedings,
CA-IB said that CISEG had acted on its own behalf. The arbitration court agreed and decided in
April 2003 that CISEG had taken a spread, and owed the investors a total of $8.3 million.

The court also said that CA-IB had no legal obligation to support its subsidiaries in the AVISMA
deal, as no signed paperwork explicitly involved the parent bank in the AVISMA transaction, or
implied it would support the transaction.
Confusing similarity of names

The London court said that CA-IB Russia employees had presented themselves as employees of
CA-IB in Austria, and that the similarity of names could easily confuse investors. It said:
"Several of these employees testified that they reported directly to CA-IB in Vienna, which
indicates that CA-IB has allowed them to use this confusing name, instead of assuring that they
use the proper legal corporate names of the CA-IB subsidiaries to which they were seconded,
when appropriate."
Separately, Browder had also received a comfort letter from Bank Austria in Vienna, regarding
its relation to CA-IB, which he sought with regard to all the business he was conducting with
CA-IB in Russia. The letter said: "It is our policy to support our majority-owned subsidiaries and
indirectly their majority-owned subsidiaries by standing ready to use our available resources to
provide adequate capital funds to back such subsidiaries to meet their commitments." CISEG is
wholly owned by Bank Austria, as a letter of support written in 1998, signed by then chairman of
CA-IB Andras Simor, says. That letter, albeit not related to the AVISMA transaction
specifically, states: "We shall exercise the rights connected with our shareholding in the
Company [CISEG] in such a way as to enable the Company to comply with its obligations."
Nonetheless, the London court ruled that, while there was room for confusion about the legal
relationship between CISEG, CA-IB Russia and CA-IB in Austria, under English law there was
no legal obligation on the part of CA-IB Austria to support its subsidiary in the AVISMA
transaction, when that subsidiary was clearly the principal agent in the transaction contract, even
if "individuals ... failed to indicate for which legal entity they acted or ... acted under a confusing
name which could lead third parties to believe they acted for CA-IB".
The investors duly claimed the $8.3 million off CISEG, through CA-IB in Austria, and asked the
Jersey courts, where CISEG was registered, to make CISEG pay up. However, they found that as
of September 2003 CISEG did not have the funds to pay, and its director was recommending
insolvency proceedings. They also found, from financial statements of CISEG dated December
31 1997, that the SPV had proposed to pay a dividend of $37 million to CA-IB in Vienna.
The investors are still trying to get more information from CISEG's lawyers, Mourant, in Jersey.
Mourant wrote to investors in October 2003, saying it was unable to provide much information
because, in 1997, "the management of CISEG was effectively carried out outside Jersey by
personnel within the CA-IB group". Bank Austria says former employee Yuri Lopatinsky, based
in Moscow, was the CA-IB executive with power of attorney over CISEG and maintains that
CA-IB Austria "did not take any decisions regarding CISEG". It does not comment on whether
the proposed dividend was paid. Lopatinsky did not return calls.
Should the investors have been far more vigilant in ensuring that CA-IB would support its many
offshore entities acting in emerging markets? Frank Baker, CEO of Andersen Group, didn't ever
seek a comfort letter from CA-IB, as Browder did. He says: "We were doing other business with

CA-IB, which was managing a trade portfolio for us. So it never entered our heads to check the
status of its subsidiaries. We saw them as one entity."
Both Baker and Browder say a parent company of the standing of Bank Austria has a moral
obligation to support its subsidiaries.
A spokesman for Bank Austria, Martin Hehemann, says: "Browder should not talk of morals. If
the investors around Mr Browder claim that, at the time when the transaction was concluded,
they proceeded from the understanding that the former CA-IB Investmentbank would be liable
for obligations of CISEG, they take a very astonishing view. Quite apart from the award made by
the [London] court of arbitration ... it was made unmistakably clear that CA-IB Investmentbank
was not liable for obligations of CISEG, the special purpose company. This is the usual way of
handling emerging market transactions which involve complex structuring. The very reason for
using a special purpose company is that the parent company does not assume liability."
Bank Austria says the investors should expect something like this in Russia. Hehemann says:
"The said group of investors have a very good knowledge of the Russian market. In particular,
Mr Browder is one of the most experienced western investors in Russia. He should know that in
Russia such transactions are usually handled this way." He adds: "It is as if Mike Tyson said he
did not know he could get injured during a boxing match."
The investors are indeed very experienced in the emerging markets. Frank Baker of the Andersen
Group says he has been doing business in emerging markets for 25 years, and has done hundreds
of investments in Russia, the most recent being a major investment in ComCor-TV, which is
laying broadband infrastructure in Moscow. He says: "I've never seen anything like this. It is
normal practice to support subsidiaries. Subsidiary obligations are considered parent
obligations."
Should the case worry investors with any of Bank Austria's many other subsidiaries or SPVs?
Hehemann says: "The commercial banks in CEE which are subsidiaries of BA-CA benefit from
a comfort letter. Customers of SPVs operating in emerging markets were in exceptional cases
entitled to obtain a comfort letter by CAIB Investmentbank. The CISEG customers did not
obtain such a comfort letter with reference to the AVISMA deal."
He says Bank Austria's SPVs, which still operate in emerging markets for complex deals, do not
usually have letters of comfort.
Browder says he is now contacting the New York state attorney and the department of justice in
the US requesting that an injunction be taken out against Bank Austria. Another investor, Gabriel
Capital, has filed a $55 million suit against Bank Austria in New York's supreme court over the
AVISMA deal. Gabriel Capital declines to comment. Baker of the Andersen Group says: "I think
we'll probably have to go to Vienna and file a case there, but it seems absurd to have to do it."
Bank Austria insists that it should not be held liable for an SPV found guilty of cheating
investors. The London court backs it up. But litigation continues. The entire picture of what went
on is not clear.

A seemingly identical article – “A Test of Parental Duty” – was reported by Euromoney in July
2003:

Back to the documents saved by super sleuth Lucy Komisar – who photocopied the documents
“in ten banker's boxes of evidence” she spent a day going through at the Philadelphia offices of
lawyer Bruce Marks (he represented VSMPO, which had bought AVISMA, in the RICO suit
against Browder and his collaborators). One document is an affidavit from Anthony
Wollenberg, senior partner with English solicitors Rakisons, dated 24 November 1998:

His testimony cites Yuri Lopatinsky as “instrumental” in the fraud and seems to suggest that “the
right to certain cash flows” (i.e. skimming/scamming) was just the normal way of doing business
in Russia (if the AVISMA fraud was an orchestra, then Yuri Lopatinsky’s role would be
described as the conductor with Bill Browder playing the trumpet):

Mr Wollenberg’s affidavit dated 24 November 1998 concludes:
“I am gravely concerned that, unless restrained from doing so, TMC will continue to dissipate
and charge the relevant assets perhaps irretrievably (as would appear to be the case if monies have
been transferred to an insolvent Russian bank possibly earmarked for an anonymous onward
destination).”
Chapter 12 of Bill Browder’s book ‘Red Notice’ recounts the cautionary Russian folk tale of the
‘Magic Fish’ – it may shed light here on Yuri Lopatinsky’s modus operandi:

Rakisons tried to fix their problem by writing to the Russian scammers in Moscow, Vienna and
Jersey – a threatening legal letter dated 22 December 2008 cited the “pivotal” role played by
Yuri Lopatinsky in what a layperson like myself can only describe as pilfering and pillaging:

The corporate fraud was spelled out in black and white with lots of underlining:

And the role of the ‘Moscow broker’ (Yuri Lopatinsky) was clearly documented:

And:

Here’s a punch worthy of Mike Tyson in his prime – a reference to Yury Lopatinsky in a
meeting with Mohammed Amersi (named in the House of Commons on 17 January 2022 by
Liam Byrne MP as both being closely connected to Russian spy agencies):

And now comes reference to another cog in ‘Lopatinsky’s Laundromat’ – Ratial Turkot of
CAIB:

Rafail Turkot was, according to a filing at Companies House in the UK, a Director of Yuri
Lopatinsky’s Associated Seafoods from 2011 to 2020 and appointed in August 2021 (Rafail
Turkot is listed as working for AGK Partners at 1 Kings Avenue in London – along with another
business colleague of Yuri Lopatinsky, Alex Christofi who is a Director of Ardyne Estates: a
company listed at 10A Charlotte Square in Edinburgh – Yuri Lopatinsky’s residential address).
Finally, Rakisons hammer home the fraudulent message:

The letter dated 22 December 1998 concludes by taking aim at Yuri Lopatinsky and his
colleagues who are accused of having “secretly and unjustly enriched themselves at the expense
of the Investor Group” and of acting in an “egregious” manner:

An undated and unattributed document marked “Documentation of Story” – again copied by
Lucy Komisar - adds more weight to the heist story:

The document also includes:

And then the document cites “an immense Russian bank money-laundering scheme in the Isle of
Man – clearly a criminal matter”:

In other words, Yuri Lopatinsky is indeed a money launderer: Q.E.D.

The document ends with:

The perceived media wisdom is that Bill Browder is a hero – nay crusader for corporate justice and not a corporate raider and asset-stripper like Yuri Lopatinsky. However, the AVISMA
documents only serve to paint an ugly picture of systemic fraud and a culture of corruption:

The phone conversation turns to the “opaque water” of Creditanstalt (where Yuri Lopatinsky
worked) with Browder “trying to figure out what’s on the other side of the pond”:

The phone conversation then turns to “the curtains” (which I can picture Yuri Lopatinsky hiding
behind smiling as he strokes his Russian cat like Ernst Bloefeld in a James Bond film):

The surreal phone conversation between Peter Bond and Bill Browder turns to “dead fish” and
the mysterious figure of Lopatinsky (it is not clear if this is Gennadiy/Hennadiy Lopatinsky or
Yuri Lopatinsky – both are named as investors in GM salmon giant AquaBounty in a Securities
and Exchange Commission filing in Washington in February 2020 as owners of LLF Financial in
Luxembourg/British Virgin Islands).

“I am sitting on some cash,” says Peter Bond (who The Guardian reported in 2002 was involved
“in laundering Russian money” and was “facing disciplinary action after details of his role in a
huge money-laundering scam emerged in a US court”):

The phone conversation refers to “Tetyukhin’s back-pocket company” and a “very complicated
structure, which has served a very very significant role in terms of some of the US anti-dumping
legislation” (Vladislav Tetyukhin was described as “VSMPO's minority shareholder and former
president” in The Moscow Times in 2013):

Then the phone conversation refers to Gennady Lopatinsky and “my neck in to a noose”:

The same document now details a transcript of another phone conversation in 1998 which refers
to Yuri Lopatinsky and Gennady Lopatinsky (understood to be Yuri’s older brother and a partner
at First Mercantile – when named as Hennadiy Lopatynskyy and LLF Financial):

Then Rafael Turkot gets a mention (Rafail Turkot was listed as a Director in Associated
Seafoods in a filing at Companies House in the UK in August 2021 – Rafail Turkot is also
named in relation to Scottish Seafood Investments in documents published in Luxembourg – a
company owned by Yuri Lopatinsky via Northern Link, The Scottish Salmon Company and
more recently by Farm Originals LLF via Jersey, Luxembourg and the British Virgin Islands and
Farm Originals which is registered via Companies House at 10A Charlotte Square and owned by
Yuri Lopatinsky).

[Max Volsky is Chief Investment Officer and General Counsel at LexShares in the US]

The conversation alludes to ‘trousering’ – defined by the Cambridge Dictionary as “to get a large
amount of money, especially in an unfair and illegal way” – and a “stock pile of old sponge”:

The phone conversation (it is not known how or why it was recorded but it reeks of FBI or KGB
phone tapping) continued with Peter Bond claiming: “I haven’t actually got a clue who calls the
shots, I have got Lopatinsky who is the chief executive of AVISMA and therefore somebody
who I have to really deal with”:

If $1.8 million was trousered then the person or persons doing the trousering would have to have
trousers even bigger than Donald Trump’s “larger than necessary” pants.

To be clear, the reference to Donald Trump is not a suggestion that Donald Trump was involved
in this fraud although it is well known that Trump has financial ties to Russia. There may be a
bad joke in there somewhere using Andy Stewart’s ‘Donald, where’s your troosers?’ song as the
punch-line. Jokes aside, it seems perfectly clear who was calling the shots and who was
trousering the money which “has gone walkabout”:

Another document shared by the fearless Lucy Komisar – who could be the secret love child of
Erin Brockovich and Carl Bernstein and should have her own life story made into a film - is an
article in the Journal of Commerce published in August 1999 by John Helmer (reproduced below
as it was saved – and online here as a PDF):
Tue, 24 Aug 1999
From: helmer@glasnet.ru (John Helmer)
Subject: This is as important as the BofNY affair and includes Hay of
Harvard
RUSSIAN METALS TRADE FRAUD EXPOSED IN TITANIUM SUIT
By John Helmer
Journal of Commerce, August 24
MOSCOW. Kenneth Dart, the billionaire U.S. investor, and TMC Trading
International, a Dublin-based company that has held exclusive foreign
trading rights for Russian titanium and magnesium metals, are at the heart
of a conspiracy to defraud Avisma, the Russian metals producer, according to
documents filed in United States federal court last week.
The lawsuit, filed on August 19 in the U.S. District Court for New Jersey,
is the first to be brought under the American racketeering statutes
alleging that a Russian company had been looted of its trading
profits through a pricing conspiracy between management and shareholders.
Similar practices have been alleged in Russia's exports of steel and
aluminum, leading in some cases to the imposition of anti-dumping penalties.
However, according to Bruce Marks, the Philadelphia-based attorney
for Avisma, this is the first time a U.S. court has been asked to rule
that these trade practices constitute fraud and money-laundering.
"This case may well deter Americans and other shareholders of Russian
companies who have engaged in these trade practices," Marks said.
The court claim filed by Marks alleges that the Menatep Bank of Moscow,
which controlled Avisma and TMC, and then a group of American investors who
took over from Menatep, skimmed at least $50 million from the company,
diverting the cash to offshore bank accounts from 1996 through late 1998.
"TMC was the vessel by which the money was laundered," Marks said.

A two-year investigation into TMC Trading has found evidence that it
arranged the cash to pay for raw materials for production at Avisma, and
then the sale of titanium by the company, primarily to buyers in the U.S.
Boeing is one of the major importers of Russian titanium.
Avisma, whose acronym in Russian means Aviation Special Materials, produces
more than 20% of the world's supply of titanium sponge each year. Considered
top-secret during the Soviet era, because of the military applications of
titanium in aviation, rockets, ship and submarine-building, Avisma was
fully privatized under the control of the politically influential Menatep
Bank and its industry group, Rosprom.
TMC (the initials refer to Titanium and Magnesium Corporation, though
the latter is not the legal title of the company) stresses its Irish
ownership and registration. The managing director is Robert Becker.
Becker, who was at work in his Dublin office on Monday, declined to respond
to questions about TMC's trading business. Another company official
would say only that the company has not traded Avisma metal "recently".
Documents filed in a unpublicized case early this year in
a Channel Islands court produced evidence of agreements between Dart
and the other American investors; TMC; and the Austrian bank Creditanstalt,
which arranged the sale of Menatep's shares in Avisma to the Americans.
Avisma's results for 1997 indicate that output of titanium sponge went up to
21,996 tons, a gain of 30% compared to 1996. After-tax profit of the company
increased by 2.2 times, and totalled Rb16.4 million ($2.7 million).
In 1998, according to public records in Moscow, Avisma's profits jumped to
$39.7 million.
After Menatep took control of Avisma in 1996, TMC shared offices in Moscow
with Avisma. Menatep and TMC's Moscow representative, Vladimir Guzenkov,
said at the time that TMC pre-paid Avisma for titanium deliveries,
thereby assisting the company in purchasing supplies and raw materials for
metal production.
According to U.S. court documents, and a statement by Avisma just released,
the controlling shareholders in Avisma manipulated this pre-payment
scheme, obliging Avisma "to sell its products at below-market prices
to offshore companies, which were then to kick back the profits on the
resale of the products." The documents also allege that "profits were

siphoned by directing Avisma to purchase raw materials from the offshore
companies at above-market prices, with the profits funneled back
to Avisma's controlling shareholders through kickbacks."
TMC employs a handful of executives at a St. Stephens Green, Dublin,
location, which it shares with two Valmet companies, Riggs Valmet Ireland
and Valmet Trust. Riggs is a Washington, D.C., bank. Valmet is a
Gibraltar-registered trust company Irish company sources say is affiliated
with Menatep. The Russian bank is thought to own at least 20% of the Valmet
group.
Irish sources say that TMC "appears to have been set up
as a shell. The directors are people who are in the business of running
companies for other people."
In 1997 Menatep sold its shareholding in Avisma, according to court
documents, to companies associated with Dart and others. He has repeatedly
claimed that he is the victim of Russian share fraud perpetrated by the
Menatep Bank group.
One of the co-conspirators named in the court claim is Jonathan Hay,
an American who was paid by the U.S. Agency for International Development
to advise the Russian government on privatization policy. Hay, now the
target of a criminal investigation in Washington for profiteering from his
official duties, has refused comment on this aspect of his Russian activities.
According to court papers, he was associated with Dart Management in
New Jersey. He was also elected by Dart votes to the board of directors
of Avisma.
Dart and Hay concealed their alleged participation in Avisma's trading
through Creditanstalt.
Gennady Lopatinsky, director of corporate finance at CreditanstaltGrant, has said his bank was the nominal holder of 60% of Avisma
shares. Documents submitted to the Channel Islands court early this
year identify Lopatinsky as the intermediary in the transaction that
transferred control of Avisma from Menatep to Dart. The litigation
also revealed a dispute over the $110 million value of the sale, and the
size of the commission that was paid.
A spokeswoman for Dart Management has said she has not seen the details

of the court filing. "We are sure we have done nothing wrong," Sharon
Cornwell announced.
Proving that the prices which Avisma received for its titanium, and the
prices at which TMC sold the metal, were the product of a racket, and that
the funds obtained by the shareholders were diverted as part of a criminal
money-laundering scheme, may not be easy, trade lawyers observe.
This is the first case brought by a Russian company to allege violations of
the U.S. Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO). It
is also the first attempt by a Russian metals producer to recover funds
transferred abroad in the course of metals trading. Under RICO,
Avisma may be awarded $150 million, treble the actual losses claimed.
According to the court documents in the Avisma case, the trading scheme
was halted when Avisma merged with a Russian magnesium producer, and
the new management outvoted the American shareholders in the new company to
stop the trading scheme.

Yet another document saved by Lucy Komisar – an investigative journalist who has an enviable
track record in nailing ‘corrupt brokers’ and who has a particular interest in Bill Browder (who
describes Yuri Lopatinsky as “one of my favourite local brokers” in his book ‘Red Notice’*) – is
a 59-page legal document saved as ‘AVISMA brief against Barclays Motion to Dismiss’.

The undated document refers to the “Illegal Scheme” and “October Conspiracy” (which alluded
to dishonor among thieves):

The undated ‘Preliminary Statement’ (authored by Egorov Puginsky at Afanasiev & Marks,
LLC) referred to “Money Laundering” and “Illegal Monetary Transactions” with the loss of $50
million by AVISMA including ca. $10 million during the time ‘the Investors’ controlled
AVISMA:

The legal brief cited William Browder and Gennady Lopatinski as “fact witnesses”:

[Remember that “Mr. Yuriy Lopatynskyy, a citizen of the United Kingdom, and Mr. Hennadiy
Lopatynskyy, a citizen of Ukraine, each own half of the equity interests of LLFF” according to a
filing by LLF Financial with the US stock exchange relating to the purchase of shares in GM
salmon giant AquaBounty in February 2020; and a Hennadiy Lopatynskyy was listed in a filing
at Companies House in the UK as officer of First Mercantile Partners along with Yuri
Lopatynskyy – “First Mercantile Partners LLP was established in 1998 by senior managers of
Creditanstalt Investment Bank and Coopers Lybrand (now PWC),” reported Indigo PR in March
2009 when investors bought Lighthouse Caledonia (The Scottish Salmon Company). “This
brought together senior individuals with extensive investment banking, corporate finance, legal
and accountancy experience. With 20 staff, First Mercantile Partners LLP has offices in
Edinburgh, Moscow and Cyprus”].
The legal brief continues to argue against – or is it for (it is impossible to follow) – “fraudulent
and illegal conduct”:

The legal brief refers to “Russian criminals”, “the defrauded”, “racketeers”, “illegal conduct”
and “criminal conduct”:

The legal brief refers to five Cyprus companies who have invested:

[Remember Yuri Lopatinsky’s Cyprus connection to convicted Russian spy Arne Treholt via
BAMI First Mercantile and RIM Investment Management]

The legal brief cites Creditanstaldt (“which structured the transfer of the Illegal Scheme”) and
referred to Gennady Lopatinsky as an American citizen:

[Remember that an article published by Forbes in 2007 referred to: “Yuri Lopatinsky, managing
director of Creditanstalt Investment Bank (now the owner of the First Mercantile Capital
Group)”; and Euromoney reported in 2003: “Bank Austria Creditanstalt, the leading bank in
eastern Europe, worked in Russia in the late 1990s through a network of subsidiaries, which
were presented to investors as Creditanstalt Investmentbank (CA-IB) Russia. Its managing
director was banker Yuri Lopatinsky. The network included various offshore entities based in
Jersey, Guernsey and Cyprus. One called CIS Emerging Growth (CISEG) was based in Jersey”]
The legal brief continued:

The legal brief referred to the “immense money laundering scheme”; “money-launderers” and
“funnel money through bank-secrecy jurisdictions”:

The legal brief argued that the ‘Illegal Scheme’ “was an intentional and deceptive sham”:

The legal brief waxed lyrical on the definition of a “scheme to defraud”:

The legal brief cited Gennady Lopatinsky in the context of concealing misconduct:

[Documents published online in France shows that Hennadiy Lopatyns’kyy has property in
Callas in Provence; Yuriy Lopatynskyy along with Alexandra Lopatinsky and Matvey
Lopatinsky are listed via Companies House as Directors in Chateau De La Combe; Watch a
video of Yuri Lopatinsky showing off his ‘organic’ vineyard and award-winning château De La
Cômbe wine from Provence in France].
An article posted online in 2000 by Egorov Puginsky Afanasiev & Partners – the author of the
legal brief posted above – sheds more light on the VSMPO-AVISMA fraud case.

* As an aside (or perhaps an important point), Bill Browder changed the name of Yuri
Lopatinski to Yuri Burzinski in an updated version of ‘Red Notice’). Here’s the original edition
of Bill Browder’s ‘Red Notice’ published in 2015:

Here’s the revised version (the version I’m reading in the book I bought from my local bookshop
and the one which appears online via Google Books):

Why did Bill Browder change the name of one of his “favourite local brokers” from Yuri
Lopatinski to Yuri Burzinski? Did Yuri Lopatinsky take legal action against Bill Browder as he
threatened me back in 2019?
I don’t know the answer to that but when I emailed Bill Browder via his website earlier this
month he replied that “I don’t have a specific interest in Lopatinsky per se, but always happy to
hear what’s going on if you have something interesting” before adding: “Please feel free to pass
anything you think is relevant along”.
From: William Browder <William.Browder@hermitagefund.com>
Date: Mon, Apr 11, 2022 at 12:18 AM
Subject: Re: Bill Browder - Contact
To: dstaniford@gaaia.org <dstaniford@gaaia.org>
Dear Don, I don’t have a specific interest in Lopatinsky per se, but always happy to hear what’s
going on if you have something interesting. Please feel free to pass anything you think is relevant
along. Best regards, Bill

From: Don Staniford <book@billbrowder.com>
Sent: Saturday, April 9, 2022 11:07:00 AM

To: book@billbrowder.com <book@billbrowder.com>
Subject: Bill Browder - Contact
Name: Don Staniford
Email: dstaniford@gaaia.org
Message:
I am trying to get information about Yuri Lopatinsky to you. You mentioned him in Red Notice.
I have a dossier of dirt on him - I would like to flush/flesh out more. Yuri\'s lawyers threatened
to sue me and said I was "ill-founded". I would like to become more founded. In January, Liam
Byrne MP named Yuri as linked to SVR and FSB and Amersi, Bogdan and Barunin.

The final document saved by Lucy Komisar was another article by John Helmer – published in
The Moscow Tribune in August 1999 (enclosed in full below as it appears in the Word document
and available online here as a PDF) – which includes the statement that “in the grand larceny that
has been the Russian economy since 1992, the foreigners were no better than the Russians”:
Date: Thu, 26 Aug 1999
From: helmer@glasnet.ru (John Helmer)
The Moscow Tribune, August 26, 1999
WHEN THE SAINTS COME MARCHING IN
From John Helmer in Moscow
If you never had much of a memory for names, then what difference
can you make out between Konstantin Kagalovsky, Kenneth Dart, Jonathan Hay,
and Anatoly Bykov?
It won't help that, not too long ago, the first trio were widely regarded
as economic reformers, working their fingers to the bone to
assure that Russia implemented the criteria of the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) for liberalizing its economy, including the American model of
shareholding companies, with transparency of dealings and accounts, and
legal safeguards for shareholders.
Nor will it be of use to recall that, back then, they were the saints of
Russia's economic transition; whereas Bykov, the boxer turned boss of
Krasnoyarsk Aluminum Works, was reported to be the devil, accused of doing
everything the reformers were sworn to stop -- rigging share emissions,
assassinating shareholders and managers, and skimming hundreds of millions
of dollars of profits from foreign metal trade into offshore hideaways.
All of a sudden today, Kagalovsky, no longer Russia's IMF representative,

is suspected of involving himself in money-laundering through the Bank of
New York, through clients and transactions supervised by his wife.
He hasn't responded, except to have a spokesman claim it's unfair to link
him to money-laundering because of his marriage.
Those who know the couple say that, while it may be unlikely for so much
money to be manipulated by so few in such a short time -- $23 million
through one account every day for six months, including Saturdays and
Sundays -- noone believes Mrs. Kagalovsky would not have worked closely with
her husband.
And all of a sudden, in a claim just filed in a New Jersey court,
Dart and Hay stand accused of investing in an illegal trade scheme
that over-priced raw materials supplied to Avisma, Russia's leading producer
of titanium, and then under-priced the titanium that was exported
abroad.
The 73% overcharge produced $5 million in profit, according to the court
documents. The under-pricing produced $45 million. Part of this money was
spent on purchasing shares of Avisma, although not quite enough for Dart
and Hay -- the latter elected by Dart votes to be a director of Avisma
-- to exercise the majority control they thought they had acquired in a
complicated transaction last year.
That transaction was arranged by Bank Austria, through a Moscow investment
company called Creditanstalt-Grant. The bank traded Avisma shares from
Menatep Bank, which first privatized Avisma in 1995, to Dart, Hay and others,
on the explicit promise they could divert profits from the trade scheme to
the shareholders' bank accounts. When some of the money failed to arrive on
time, there was a lawsuit in the Isle of Man and Ireland. That was quietly
settled out of court five months ago. But Avisma never got its share of the
money back.
Dart's company says it did nothing wrong, and shut the scheme down when
it learned about it. Selling high, buying low, and selling even higher may not
seem wrong in New Jersey. But the court documents suggest that the skimming
went on for at least a year before the scheme was halted -- and maybe only
then because the Avisma management was no longer agreeable.
Hay, according to Dart representatives, "did not have any professional
arrangement" with Dart. Exactly what the arrangement was when Dart voted
Hay to represent their interests on the Avisma board, if not a professional
one, isn't clear. Hay won't respond to questions about this. But through his

spokesman, he did call me a "stooge" for reporting court claims that this
was the role he performed for Dart.
Nobody would dare call Bykov a stooge, but the charges reported to have
been listed in a warrant for his arrest last week, are
similar to the ones Kagalovsky, Dart, and Hay are now facing. These
include illegal diversion of the profits of Russian commodities trade,
and money-laundering to conceal what the rewards were for, and where they were
banked.
Noone has ever called Bykov a reformer, nor Kagalovsky, Dart and Hay
gangsters. The labels simply helped newspaper readers who had trouble
remembering the names, identify who were the saints; and also who to turn to
for investment tips.
It won't be news to anyone to hear that Russia's commodities trade
has been a multi-billion dollar racket. Nor will the latest police and
courtroom moves end the fierce struggle for control of these trade
revenues right now.
But now that you know what you suspected all along, only you couldn't
remember the names, what is there left to say?
The answer is that in the grand larceny that has been the Russian
economy since 1992, the foreigners were no better than the Russians. Reform
meant stealing on a grander scale than even the Krasnoyarsk gangs
could imagine. Only when that is understood, can the clean-up can commence.
You can read more about the AVISMA scandal via Lucy Komisar’s 2014 article “Russian
Sanctions Highlight Role of Western Enablers” - an article never refuted by Bill Browder and the
starting point for this report.

Komisar’s forensic investigation is worth including here:

Read more from Lucy Komisar via “The Man Behind the Magnitsky Act: Did Bill Browder’s
Tax Troubles in Russia Color Push for Sanctions?”

The Irish Times reported on the AVISMA fraud in September 1999:

An OECD report published in 2001 cited AVISMA as a case study in ‘profit skimming’ and
‘capital flight’:

Further documents relating to AVISMA are available online via the United States District Court
– here is an affidavit signed by Franco Barone of Rakisons solicitors in October 1999 filed in
December 2020 (other documents may be available online here):

The court document then included the letter before action sent by Rakisons on 22 December
2008.

Twitter has featured the AVISMA scandal more recently and the role of Yuri Lopatinsky’s
Creditanstalt:

The AVISMA scandal has certainly not gone away. Interfax reported in August 2020:

I must admit for falling hook, line and stinker for the image of Bill Browder as a corporate
crusader fighting against the Kremlin and exposing the global web of money laundering.

I literally bought into his superhero story – as detailed in his 2015 book ‘Red Notice’ and his
newly published book ‘Freezing Order’ (published on 12 April 2022). However, Browder’s
name change of the ‘Moscow broker’ in ‘Red Notice’ - from Yuri Lopatinski to Yuri Burzinki is not the only red flag. I guess you have to crack a few eggs to make an omelette; kiss a few
frogs to win the crown as it were or get your hands dirty to clean up a mess. Delving deeper in
the murky world of Russian corporate crime, however, is enough to raise big flashing red alarm
bells about Browder as well as Yuri Lopatinsky.

“Browder's paternal grandfather Earl Browder was born in Kansas in 1891,” reports Wikipedia.
“He was a radical and had lived in the Soviet Union for several years from 1927 and married
Raisa Berkman, a Jewish Russian woman while living there. After his return to the United States
in 1931, Earl Browder became the leader of the Communist Party USA from 1930 to 1945 and
ran for U.S. president in 1936 and 1940. After World War II, Browder lost favor with Moscow
and was expelled from the U.S. Communist Party”.
It is not too much of a leap of the imagination to query whether Bill Browder is as closely
connected to the Russian spy network and dodgy oligarchs like Mohamed Amersi and Leonard
Bogdan as Yuri Lopatinsky is (as outed by Liam Byrne MP in the House of Commons on 17
January 2022 and named in The Sunday Mail and The Ferret on 27 March 2022) and his
grandfather Earl Browder who was “an agent of the Soviet KGB”.
Or maybe Bill Browder is a CIA double agent like the Yury Lopatinsky operating in Ukraine in
WWII (described as a Ukrainian fascist in CIA Nazi war criminal files and a “Nazi turned CIA
collaborator” who was buried in New Jersey)? If so, it’s a state secret he will probably take to
the grave.

Corruption Watch reported in May 2002 that “Court records in the United States suggest that
Browder has not always been so altruistic a fighter for minority-shareholder rights”:

Was Browder inspired by Berezniki – the city in the Ural Mountains where AVISMA is located
– in the name change of Yuri Lopatinski to Yuri Burzinski in his 2015 book ‘Red Notice’?
Corruption Watch continued to report on the “landmark case in which a U.S. court is being used
to wage a battle in which U.S. businessmen are effectively being accused of asset-stripping in
Russia:

How Yuri Lopatinsky, Bill Browder and others were involved in asset-stripping in Russia is for
another report. Suffice to say here that draft reports on Yuri Lopatinsky are available online via:
Yuri Lopatinsky: The $py Who Laundered $almoney for the Russian/Norwegian $almafia (8
April 2022)
Yuri Lopatinsky: His Story (Chronology/Biography) (12 April 2022)
If you have further information on Yuri Lopatinsky please email me via
salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com. You can contact me anonymously online here.

The Bill Browder story is another dangerous rabbit hole which is easily to get lost down.
J’Accuse News reported in January 2020:

“In the 1990s, along with the arrival of legitimate operators, predatory capitalists invaded the
former Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR 1922 - 1991) on missions pecuniary,
political, and/or a mixture of both – “carpet-baggers from the West” in the words of David
Cornwell (best known as novelist John le Carré),” reports J’Accuse News who describes Bull
Browder as a “pathologically-purposeful purveyor of porkies”. “A scheme to loot Russia’s
wealth and park it in the West” is described in great detail by an eye-witness, journalist Anne
Williamson (Wall Street Journal, The New York Times, SPY+), who, from the late 1980s until
1997, maintained homes in both Moscow and the United States. Her US Congressional
testimony – before the Committee on Banking and Financial Services of the US House of
Representatives on September 21, 1999 is found here in its entirety. Among the avaricious and
unscrupulous in the "plague of locusts" that descended on Russia is one William Felix Browder,
New Jersey, USA-born (23.04.1964) – a con-man who’d worked for the crooked UK+ ‘press
baron’ Robert Maxwell until the 1991 death of the “Bouncing Czech” off his super-yacht, Lady
Ghislaine.”
J’Accuse News is edited by award-winning investigator Adrian du Plessis who uncovered fraud
in Canada back in the 1990s. Adrian would have field day if he put his forensic talents to
digging up dirt on the ‘Moscow broker’. Some of Yuri Lopatinsky’s latest investments may be
up his street – with Yuri Lopatinsky’s Sopica Funds investing in cannabis firm Vext Science in
2021 with a head office at 2250-1055 West Hastings Street in Vancouver (not to mention
Lopatinsky’s investment in GM salmon giant AquaBounty via Sopica/LLF Financial in 2020).

More information on Bill Browder – other than the stories told via ‘Red Notice’ and ‘Freezing
Order’ – can be found via:

The book authored by Birgitte Dyrekilde and Lars Abild and published in 2020 includes in the
introduction by Flemming Rose:

‘Man of Power’ continues:

The book – available online here – includes:

‘Man of Power’ continues:

‘Man of Power’ continues names Bill Browder’s grandfather – Earl Browder – as an agent of the
Soviet KGB:

‘Man of Power’ describes how Bill Browder ended up in Russia in the 1990s (perhaps the same
time as Yuri Lopatinsky who became one of his favourite Moscow brokers):

‘Man of Power’ features mobsters, missing money and money laundering:

‘Man of Power’ cites the AVISMA fraud and money laundering scheme but does not name Yuri
or Gennadiy Lopatinsky:

It seems that an earlier version of the book – or a Danish version at least – was called ‘The
Wizard’:

Read more via the Danish magazine Finans

.

Uncritical reporting has also characterized media coverage of the ‘Moscow broker’ in Scotland.

“A little-known Ukrainian property tycoon can today be revealed as the mystery figure behind a
string of big-money purchases in the capital's Charlotte Square,” reported The Scotsman in
March 2010 without investigating the source of his wealth. “It emerged yesterday that Yury
Lopatinsky, a leading figure in Moscow's financial scene since the mid-1990s, is the key player
behind three deals, including the purchase of the National Trust for Scotland's flagship
headquarters. His investment fund, which is based in Bermuda, has recently joined forces with
another Bermuda-based firm, Fordell, to snap up two other major chunks of Charlotte Square,
which is also home of Bute House, official residence of First Minister Alex Salmond. Senior
sources at Edinburgh City Council said they understood that Mr Lopatinsky had made a "longterm commitment" to invest in the city and was believed to be eyeing a number of other sites,
including on Princes Street. The purchases on Charlotte Square are thought to be his first foray
into the UK property market”.
“Mr Lopatinsky has recently set up a base for his firm First Mercantile Capital Partners at nearby
Melville Crescent, in the city's West End, after apparently relocating to Edinburgh with his wife
and four children about three years ago,” continued The Scotsman who did not bother to delve
deeper down into the dirty world of Lopatinsky’s Laundromat or the provenance of his Bermudabased investment fund. “However, property industry sources in the capital say little is known
about the publicity-shy businessman. He has led a host of Moscow-based property and finance
firms, including the Russian Federation Fund and CAIB Investment Bank Russia, forming First
Mercantile Capital Partners in 1998”.

“These purchases are among the most significant anywhere in the city,” one ‘property insider’
told The Scotsman. “Although little is known about who has bought them or what their plans
are, they are a bit of a shot in the arm for the city and its ability to emerge from the recession”.
It seems that the prospect of jobs and an injection of money to the Scottish economy was far too
important to ask where the cash came from or for journalists to question whether Yuri
Lopatinsky brought dirty Russian money with him to Scotland. That Lopatinsky’s Laundromat
has been operating in Charlotte Square since the late 1990s right under the noses of two First
Ministers of Scotland (Alex Salmond and Nicola Sturgeon) is acutely embarrassing for the
Scottish Government.

Journalists did not bother to investigate when Yuri Lopatinsky’s Scottish Seafood Investments
(owned originally by Northern Link and The Scottish Salmon Company via an offshore account
in Jersey and then by Farm Originals LLF in Luxembourg – another company owned by Yuri
Lopatinsky called Farm Originals is registered at Companies House in the UK with an address of
10A Charlotte Square in Edinburgh) invested further into the seafood industry in Scotland.
“Associated Seafoods has made its second acquisition in a week by buying prawn processor
Moray Seafoods,” reported BBC News in July 2011. “It said the acquisition of the Buckie-based
processor would be a springboard for expansion into new markets. The move follows
Associated's takeover of salmon smoker Lossie Seafoods, which is also based in Buckie.
Associated Seafoods is a holding company set up by a management team, which includes the
chief executive of The Scottish Salmon Company (SSC)…..Funding for the purchase came from
Scottish Seafood Investments, a joint venture company recently established by The Scottish

Salmon Company and Northern Link to invest in companies engaged in the value-added
processing of salmon and other seafood”.
Why did the BBC fail to follow the money (surely the number 1 rule in journalism)?
“Dozens of job are being created due to the expansion of a Moray seafood business,” reported
BBC News in September 2021. “Associated Seafoods, trading as Lossie Seafoods and Moray
Seafoods, has refurbished and expanded its base in Buckie after a £2.7m investment. Forty jobs
are being created, and it is hoped there could be a further 60 roles over the next three years.
Increased demand from areas including the UK and North America is being credited with the
growth. Associated Seafoods managing director Victor West said: "We've been able to make
further strides in our ambitious growth plans. "We are proud of our heritage in Buckie and it's
fantastic to regenerate the March Road site which enhances our production of quality Scottish
smoked salmon and creates opportunities to develop young talent within our industry".
Was the lure of 40 jobs enough to stop the BBC from asking about the source of the money
behind Associated Seafoods?

The same sloppy and shoddy journalism was on display when Loch Fyne Oysters was bought by
Scottish Seafood Investments in 2012. “Seafood firm Loch Fyne Oysters is set for an investment
boost after being taken over by Scottish Seafood Investments (SSI),” reported BBC News in
February 2012. “SSI will invest a seven-figure sum to eliminate debt and inject funds into the
company to help it penetrate new export markets. The move marks the end of nine years of
employee-ownership at Loch Fyne. SSI is a joint venture between private equity investor
Northern Link Ltd and The Scottish Salmon Company”.
How on earth did the BBC fail to spot that Scottish Seafood Investments was owned by a money
launderer with close connections to Russian security agencies?
“A fish farming company saved from the brink of collapse in 2008 has changed its name,”
reported BBC News in July 2010 (once again failing to follow the $almoney). “Lighthouse

Caledonia, which has its headquarters in Edinburgh and farms across west Scotland, has become
The Scottish Salmon Company. The company was rescued by an investment deal worth £17m.
It went on to report a record set of profits. Environment Minister Roseanna Cunningham has
supported the firm's decision to be rebranded. She said aquaculture was an important asset to
Scotland's rural economy”.

Perhaps Scotland’s Environment Minister should have stopped to ask questions about where the
$almoney came from back in 2010 (instead of posing for the cameras with two executives of The
Scottish Salmon Company – then owned by Yuri Lopatinsky)? Even the blurred photo alludes to
the shady nature of Scottish Salmon’s ownership.
Thankfully, even it is now over a decade later, questions are being asked. The Sunday Mail
reported (27 March 2022):

The Ferret reported (27 March 2022):

I wrote a letter to the UK Government and Scottish Ministers last month (31 March 2022) raising
red flags over Yuri Lopatinsky’s ‘shady business interests’:

The letter included:

The next day (1 April 2022), the UK Government replied:

The letter included:

Until the ‘Moscow broker’ is sanctioned, I will continue to follow the $almoney. Yuri
Lopatinsky has been served a red notice that his money laundering, corporate corruption and
shameless profiteering from Putin’s regime must end.

In the spirit of transparency, I am sending this report to Yuri Lopatinsky’s lawyers at Woods
Whur; his media advisers at Indigo PR; investigative reporters; forensic accountants and his
various business associates in Russia, Cyprus, Malta, Luxembourg, Jersey, Isle of Man,
Bermuda, the United States, Canada, Norway, Peru, British Virgin Islands, France, London,
Edinburgh and wherever the ‘Moscow broker’ has pilfered and pillaged. ‘Lopatinsky’s
Laundromat’ must be forced out of business.
Once again, if you have any further information on Yuri Lopatinsky please feel free to contact
me via salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com
An anonymous online contact form is also available here.
Follow me on Twitter, Vimeo, my blog ‘Green Around the Gills’ and website ‘$cottish $camon’.

